
SHOW # INTERVIEW TOPIC AWARD TOPIC

1740 10/4/2017 NONE NONE

1741 10/11/2017

1742 10/18/2017

1743 10/25/2017

1744 11/1/2017

1745 11/8/2017 NONE NONE

FEED 
DATE

MUSICAL 
GUESTS

AWARD 
WINNERS

Bob Weir/John 
Fullbright: Part 2

John 
Moreland/Phoebe 
Hunt

Susan Burton           
                A New 

Way of Life              
       (California)

A New Way of Life’s Founder and Director Susan Burton is herself a formerly 
incarcerated woman who understands the challenges people face leaving 
prison. After more than 20 years cycling in and out of the criminal justice 
system, unable to find work, housing or addiction-recovery treatment, Susan 
mercifully gained freedom and sobriety in 1997 and made it her life’s work to 
help other women walking in her shoes.
Susan came to understand that real change could only happen through a 
powerful, grassroots community organizing effort, one that could amass 
enough political power to bring an end to discriminatory practices, and shift 
public attitudes in a way that would break the cycle of mass incarceration… 
and A New Way of Life Re-Entry Project was born.
Length: 8:17@21:40A New Way of Life’s Founder and Director Susan 
Burton is herself a formerly incarcerated woman who understands the 
challenges people face leaving prison. After more than 20 years cycling 
in and out of the criminal justice system, unable to find work, housing 
or addiction-recovery treatment, Susan mercifully gained freedom and 
sobriety in 1997 and made it her life’s work to help other women 
walking in her shoes.
Susan came to understand that real change could only happen through 
a powerful, grassroots community organizing effort, one that could 
amass enough political power to bring an end to discriminatory 
practices, and shift public attitudes in a way that would break the cycle 
of mass incarceration… and A New Way of Life Re-Entry Project was 
born.
Length: 8:17@21:40

Honey 
Honey/Margaret 
Glaspy Gov. Bill Ritter

Topic: Extensive interview with former Colorado Governor on environmental 
topics                                                     Length: 7:47@24:40Topic: 
Extensive interview with former Colorado Governor on environmental 
topics                                                     Length: 7:47@24:40

Andrew Bird/Leif 
Vollebekk Tom Chappell

Topic:Extensive interview with founder of Tom's Of Maine empire on 
sustainable business practices                                                                           
               Length: 7:47@24:40Topic:Extensive interview with founder of 
Tom's Of Maine empire on sustainable business practices                         
                                                                 Length: 7:47@24:40

RERUN 1: Sara 
Watkins / Penny & 
Sparrow Bren Smith

Topic: 3D Ocean Farming                                                                                   
     Length: 7:49@20:05Topic: 3D Ocean Farming                                         
                                               Length: 7:49@20:05

RERUN 1: Fiddlers: 
Willie Nelson / 
Kasey Musgraves



1746 11/15/2017

1747 11/22/2017 NONE NONE

1748 11/29/2017 NONE NONE

1749 12/6/2017

Delbert 
McClinton / Robert 
Finley

Chris Pallister          
                 Gulf of 

Alaska Keeper         
            (Alaska)

Eleven years ago Chris Pallister started to clean PWS beaches 
with the help of volunteers. But, him and his team quickly 
learned that the marine debris problem was far more 
extensive and difficult than volunteer cleanups alone could 
address. They also learned that the environmental impacts 
from marine debris were far more wide ranging and serious 
than any of them had comprehended.  Consequently, Chris 
and his team decided that they needed to make a much 
greater effort to combat the problem, which meant addressing 
the problem with a sustainable professional effort. That helped 
spur the creation of Gulf of Alaska Keeper (GoAK). While GoAK 
was formed to address any conservation or environmental 
issue in PWS and along the northern GOA coast, one of their 
primary goals was, and continues to be, combatting marine 
debris in all of its forms.  Length: 10:02@18:55Eleven years 
ago Chris Pallister started to clean PWS beaches with the help 
of volunteers. But, him and his team quickly learned that the 
marine debris problem was far more extensive and difficult 
than volunteer cleanups alone could address. They also 
learned that the environmental impacts from marine debris 
were far more wide ranging and serious than any of them had 
comprehended.  Consequently, Chris and his team decided 
that they needed to make a much greater effort to combat 
the problem, which meant addressing the problem with a 
sustainable professional effort. That helped spur the creation 
of Gulf of Alaska Keeper (GoAK). While GoAK was formed to 
address any conservation or environmental issue in PWS and 
along the northern GOA coast, one of their primary goals was, 
and continues to be, combatting marine debris in all of its 
forms.  Length: 10:02@18:55

RERUN 1: Graham 
Nash / Eliza 
Gilkyson

Red Rocks: Jason 
Isbell / Amanda 
Shires

Lafayette, LA 
Roadshow Part 1

Joel Savoy & 
Josh Caffery

Topic: Preserving musical heritage in Lousisiana through a n 
extensive recording project                                                                 
                                            Length: 5:57@22:31



1750 12/13/2017

1751 12/20/2017 NONE NONE

1752 12/26/2017

Lafayette, LA 
Roadshow Part 2

Marylee Orr             
             LEAN            

        (Louisiana)

Marylee Orr has led The Louisiana Environmental Action 
Network (LEAN) for most of its twenty eight years. LEAN is a 
community based not-for-profit organization that has been 
working since 1986 to resolve the unique environmental 
struggles present in Louisiana. Through education, 
empowerment, advocacy, and support; LEAN provides the 
necessary tools and services to individuals and communities 
facing environmental problems. Problems that often threaten 
their health, safety and quality of life. Length: 7:19@24:17

eTown 2016 
Holiday Special

Loudon 
Wainwright 
III/Heather 
Maloney

Dan Roundtree       
                                 

(Florida)

Topic: Cleaning up rivers and urban coastlines in Northern 
Florida                                                                                                      
     Length: 5:57@22:31. Length: 6:30@18:58
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